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### Title:
**People of the Philippines vs. Armando Gemoya and Ronilo Tionko**

### Facts:
On the evening of January 27, 1996, in Davao City, Philippines, a commotion in Barrio
Malagamot led to a violent altercation. Irene Lantapon witnessed Armando Gemoya and
Candelario Aliazar, followed by Ronilo and Rolly Tionko, arm themselves and confront a
group of people regarding an incident involving their relative. Their confrontation escalated
when they attacked Wilfredo Alferez, who was waiting for a taxi, with Gemoya ultimately
shooting Alferez with an “Indian Pana,” leading to Alferez’s death. In the process, Rosalie
Jimenez was also accidentally hit by a second “Indian Pana.”

Following the incident, separate criminal charges for frustrated homicide (against Rosalie
Jimenez) and murder (for the death of Wilfredo Alferez) were filed against Gemoya and
Ronilo Tionko, while their accomplices remained at large. Both accused-appellants pleaded
“not guilty,” and the cases were jointly tried in the Regional Trial Court of the Eleventh
Judicial Region, Davao City. The court found them guilty of frustrated homicide and murder,
sentencing them to prison terms and the death penalty, respectively.

The  decision  led  to  an  automatic  review by  the  Supreme  Court,  where  the  accused-
appellants raised several  errors regarding their  convictions,  disputing the findings and
challenging the credibility and consistency of witnesses and forensic findings.

### Issues:
1.  Whether  the  trial  court  erred in  finding the  accused-appellants  guilty  of  frustrated
homicide and murder.
2. Whether the trial court failed to appreciate mitigating circumstances.
3. Whether the trial court erred in the imposition of penalties, including the death penalty
for the murder conviction.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court upheld the trial court’s findings regarding the murder charge, affirming
the guilt of Gemoya and Tionko, but pointed out errors in the conviction for frustrated
homicide. The Court clarified that the intent to kill Rosalie Jimenez, essential for frustrated
homicide, was absent as the evidence suggested the assault was accidental. Therefore, the
Court reclassified the charge related to Rosalie Jimenez’s injuries as slight physical injuries,
modifying the sentences accordingly.
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For the murder charge,  the Court also recognized that the mitigating circumstance of
voluntary surrender for Gemoya was wrongly ignored by the trial court, which impacted the
proper imposition of  penalties.  As a result,  the death penalty was revised to reclusion
perpetua, with both accused-appellants deemed equally culpable due to their conspiracy in
the attack on Alferez.

### Doctrine:
1. Conspiracy theory: When two or more individuals act in concert towards a common goal
in committing a crime, each participant’s actions contribute to the collective effort, making
them equally liable.
2. Abuse of Superior Strength: This qualifies an attack when there’s a clear disparity in
power between the perpetrator(s) and victim, giving the former a distinct advantage.
3. The principle of error in personae or aberratio ictus does not absolve the perpetrator
from liability for unintended harm caused during the commission of the crime.

### Class Notes:
– **Conspiracy**: A mutual agreement between two or more individuals to commit a crime.
Proof can be direct or inferred from the conduct indicating a unified purpose.
– **Abuse of Superior Strength**: Notoriously unequal force that is consciously used by the
perpetrator in committing the crime. This advantage is purposefully chosen to facilitate the
criminal act.
– **Error in Personae/Aberratio Ictus**: Mistaken identity or misdirected blow that results
in unintended harm does not mitigate or exempt the perpetrator from criminal liability.
–  **Mitigating  Circumstances**:  Factors  such  as  voluntary  surrender  can  reduce  the
severity of penalties if properly recognized and proven.

### Historical Background:
This case echoes the Philippine Supreme Court’s role in scrutinizing lower court decisions,
especially  in  capital  punishment  cases.  It  reinforces  legal  doctrines  and  principles
surrounding  criminal  liability,  the  evaluation  of  intent,  and  the  application  of  justice,
reflecting  the  Judiciary’s  commitment  to  precise  legal  interpretation  and correction  of
errors in the application of the law.


